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Walter Dean Myers Monster
This study guide enables students to gain in-depth understanding of Walter Dean Myers' work
Monster. The wide range of activities and exercises are designed to raise awareness of ethics
and legal systems, to further students' writing, speaking, critical and analytical thinking skills,
as well as their imagination and creativity. Each study guide section provides vocabulary
exercises, text comprehension, discussion questions, guided interpretation of passages,
writing tasks featuring different text types with instructions for composition. Pre-reading tasks
encourage students to anticipate developments, discuss legal and ethical issues, expand their
vocabulary. Graphic organizers help to structure information visually, identify bias, distinguish
fact from opinion, analyze elements of literature and style. Role-play activities challenge
students to take a stand, to convince, to solve problems. Teachers have many opportunities for
varied assessment. Intended for grades 9-11, native speakers or learners of English
A Study Guide for Walter Dean Myers's "Monster," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Novels for
Students. This concise study guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author
biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more.
For any literature project, trust Novels for Students for all of your research needs.
CHBiographies
Many kinds of survival are presented in this collection of stories, articles, plays and poems.
In New York Times bestselling author Walter Dean Myers’s final novel, he delivers a gripping
story based on the life of a real dancer known as “Master Juba,” who lived in the nineteenth
century. This engaging historical novel follows the meteoric rise of an immensely talented
young black dancer, William Henry Lane, who influenced today’s tap, jazz dance, and step.
With meticulous and intensive research, Walter Dean Myers has brought to life Juba’s story.
The novel includes photographs, maps, and other images from Juba’s time, as well as an
afterword from Walter Dean Myers’s wife, Constance Myers, about the writing process of
Juba!
Instructional materials for use with Walter Dean Myers' Monster. Includes a synopsis, time line,
author sketch, critic's corner, other works by Walter Dean Myers, bibliography, general
objectives, specific objectives, literary terms and applications, importance of setting, crosscurricular sources, themes and motifs, meaning study, comprehension study, how language
works, across the curriculum, alternate assessment, a vocabulary test, two comprehension
tests, and answer key.
Drew Lawson knows basketball is taking him places. It has to, because his grades certainly
aren't. But lately his plan has run squarely into a pick. Coach's new offense has made another
player a star, and Drew won't let anyone disrespect his game. Just as his team makes the
playoffs, Drew must come up with something big to save his fading college prospects. It's all up
to Drew to find out just how deep his game really is.

Walter Dean Myers was a prolific author, penning over one hundred young adult
and children's books. According to the American Library Association, Myers won
the Coretta Scott King Book Award six times. This informative edition covers the
life of author Walter Dean Myers. The book spans Myers' troubled childhood in
Harlem, through his rise as an editor at a publishing house, and finally delves into
his work as an author. Readers will learn about how Myers overcame racism and
learning disabilities to ?become an award-winning author.
Join acclaimed author Walter Dean Myers in a heartwarming celebration of
African-American childhood in words and pictures. Sharing favorites from his
collection of long-forgotten turn-of-the-century photographs, and punctuating
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them with his own moving poetry, Mr. Myers has created a beautiful album that
reminds us that "the child in each of us is our most precious part."
Essentially a complete teacher's manual for the novel, this LitPlan Teacher Pack
includes lesson plans and reproducible resource materials for Monster by Walter
Dean Myers. It includes: Daily Lessons, Short answer study questions, Multiple
choice quiz questions, Vocabulary worksheets for each reading assignment, 3
detailed writing assignments, Individual and group activities, Critical thinking
discussion questions, 5 unit tests (2 short answer, 2 multiple choice, 1
advanced), Evaluation forms, Review puzzles & games, Bulletin board ideas,
Reproducible student materials, and more!
Discusses children's literature as a tool to invite discussion and analysis, promote
personal connections with text, understand and use descriptive vocabulary, and
extend meaning through research, writing, art, and drama.
A stunning black-and-white graphic novel adaptation of Walter Dean Myers's
Michael L. Printz Award winner and New York Times bestseller Monster, adapted
by Guy Sims and illustrated by Dawud Anyabwile Monster is a multi-awardwinning, provocative coming-of-age story about Steve Harmon, a teenager
awaiting trial for a murder and robbery. As Steve acclimates to juvenile detention
and goes to trial, he envisions the ordeal as a movie. Monster was the first-ever
Michael L. Printz Award recipient, an ALA Best Book, a Coretta Scott King Honor
selection, and a National Book Award finalist. Now Monster has been adapted
into a graphic novel by Guy Sims, with stunning black-and-white art from Dawud
Anyabwile, Guy's brother. Fans of Monster and of the work of Walter Dean
Myers—and even kids who think they don't like to read—will devour this graphic
adaptation.
Jimmy hasn't seen his father in nine years. But one day he comes back -- on the
run from the law. Together, the two of them travel across the country -- where
Jimmy's dad will find the man who can exonerate him of the crime for which he
was convicted. Along the way, Jimmy discovers a lot about his father and himself
-- and that while things can't always be fixed, sometimes they can be understood
and forgiven.
Walter Dean Myers, preeminent author of teen fiction biography and verse,
refines the image of black characters that are frequently trivialized or vilified in
juvenile literature, advertising, television, and film. From his saga The Glory Field
to his novel The Young Landlords, Myers’s canon surveys the complex realm of
the teen years as colliding settings in home, school, and the street. This volume
introduces readers to both the writer and his work, with an emphasis on the
characters, dates, events, motifs, and themes from the books. Myers’s 101 A-toZ entries offer concise, analytical discussion on all topics and include generous
citations from primary and secondary sources. Each entry concludes with a
selected bibliography on such subjects as segregation, Malcolm X, urbanism,
writing, metafiction, drugs and alcohol, slavery, and the Vietnam War.
Appendices offer a timeline of historical events in Myers’s writings and forty
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topics for group or individual projects, oral analysis, background material, and
theme development. A map of Harlem (where many of the stories are set),
genealogical diagrams for characters, and an author chronology contribute to a
comprehensive presentation.
A traumatic event near the end of the summer has a devastating effect on Melinda's
freshman year in high school.
Jimmy and Kevin could really use a guide to life. Their activities almost land them in
juvenile detention until Duke employs them in his Harlem barbershop. Duke has rules
for everything. But is he offering good advice or just more aggravation? In the
groundbreaking tradition of the award–winning Monster and Bad Boy: A Memoir, Walter
Dean Myers fashions a complex, layered novel about the rules for success. Handbook
for Boys is the book that he wishes he could have read while growing up. It is also the
book young people need to read today.
Fallen Angels by Walter Dean Myers is a young adult novel about seventeen-year-old
Richie Perry, a Harlem teenager who volunteers for the Army when unable to afford
college and is sent to fight in the Vietnam War. Perry and his platoon—Peewee, Lobel,
Johnson, and Brunner—come face-to-face with the Vietcong, the harsh realities of war,
and some dark truths about themselves. A thoughtful young man with a gift for writing
and love of basketball, Perry learns to navigate among fellow soldiers under
tremendous stress and struggles with his own fear as he sees things he’ll never forget:
the filling of body bags, the deaths of civilians and soldier friends, the effects of
claymore mines, the fires of Napalm, and jungle diseases like Nam Rot. Available as an
e-book for the first time on the 25th anniversary of its publication, Fallen Angels has
been called one of the best Vietnam War books ever and one of the great coming-ofage Vietnam War stories. Filled with unforgettable characters, not least Peewee Gates
of Chicago who copes with war by relying on wisecracks and dark humor, Fallen Angels
“reaches deep into the minds of soldiers” and makes “readers feel they are there,
deep in the heart of war.” Fallen Angels has won numerous awards and honors,
including the Coretta Scott King Award, an ALA Best Book for Young Adults, a Booklist
Editors Choice, and a School Library Journal Best Book. Fallen Angels was #16 on the
American Library Association’s list of the most frequently challenged books of
1990–2000 for its realistic depiction of war and those who fight in wars.
For use in schools and libraries only. While on trial as an accomplice to a murder,
sixteen-year-old Steve Harmon records his experiences in prison and in the courtroom
in the form of a film script as he tries to come to terms with the course his life has taken.
For the very first time in his decades-long career writing for teens, acclaimed and
beloved author Walter Dean Myers writes with a teen, Ross Workman. Kevin Johnson
is a great kid and skilled soccer player. With attitude. Then he ends up in jail. Sergeant
Brown is a tough cop and Kevin's mentor. With attitude. If Kevin and Brown can learn to
trust each other, they might be able to turn things around. Before it's too late.
New York Times bestselling author and Printz Award winner Walter Dean Myers once
again connects with teenagers everywhere in Darius & Twig, a novel about friendship
and needing to live one's own dream. This touching and raw teen novel from the author
of Monster, Kick, We Are America, Bad Boy, and many other celebrated literary works
for children and teens is a Coretta Scott King Honor Book. Darius and Twig are an
unlikely pair: Darius is a writer whose only escape is his alter ego, a peregrine falcon
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named Fury, and Twig is a middle-distance runner striving for athletic success. But they
are drawn together in the struggle to overcome the obstacles that life in Harlem throws
at them. The two friends must face down bullies, an abusive uncle, and the idea that
they'll be stuck in the same place forever.
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Monster is a multi-award-winning, provocative coming-of-age story about Steve Harmon, a
teenager awaiting trial for a murder and robbery. As Steve acclimates to juvenile detention and
goes to trial, he envisions the ordeal as a movie.
"I believe in recognizing every human being as a human being, neither white, black, brown, nor
red." This was just one of the messages that Malcolm X brought to people of color. He lived by
the idea that black people should demand equality by taking their lives and futures into their
own hands. With guidance from the religious leader Elijah Muhammad, Malcolm became one
of the most powerful leaders of the civil rights movement during the 1950s and 1960s, and his
beliefs live on today. Award-winning author Walter Dean Myers, together with illustrator
Leonard Jenkins, delivers a straightforward and compelling portrayal of one of America's most
influential figures.
Large Prints increased font size and wider line spacing maximizes reading legibility, and has
been proven to advance comprehension, improve fluency, reduce eye fatigue, and boost
engagement in young readers of all abilities, especially struggling, reluctant, and striving
readers.
From Walter Dean Myers, the New York Times bestselling author of Monster, comes this
20-page one-act play. Tags is a look at life and death in New York City, complete with a
shocking end. Four New York City teens are shot down in the prime of life. They move through
limbo, re-creating their distinctive tags in a Harlem walk-up so that they can "live" forever. But
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what's the point? How can you think of living forever if you're already dead? Walter Dean
Myers was the New York Times bestselling author of Monster, the winner of the first Michael L.
Printz Award; a former National Ambassador for Young People's Literature; and an inaugural
NYC Literary Honoree. Myers received every single major award in the field of children's
literature. He was the author of two Newbery Honor Books and six Coretta Scott King
Awardees. He was the recipient of the Margaret A. Edwards Award for lifetime achievement in
writing for young adults, a three-time National Book Award Finalist, as well as the first-ever
recipient of the Coretta Scott King–Virginia Hamilton Award for Lifetime Achievement. Epic
Reads Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases each month.
Walter Dean Myers wrote more than one hundred books for young adults. He won the Coretta
Scot King Award for African-American and served as the U.S. National Ambassador for Young
People’s Literature. This biography delves into the inspirational life of Myers and exposes the
hardships he overcame to become one of the most regarded children’s book authors in our
lifetime. Through this book, readers will gain a deep insight into this influential author’s work
and how Myers fought for more African American authors of young adult fiction to be
recognized.
Discusses the life and work of the well-known author of award-winning young adult literature
who grew up in Harlem as a foster child and struggled with his identity as an African American
writer.
Walter Dean Myers brilliantly renders the realities of World War II. Josiah Wedgewood and
Marcus Perry are on their way to an uncertain future. Their whole lives are ahead of them, yet
at the same time, death's whisper is everywhere. One white, one black, these young men have
nothing in common and everything in common as they approach an experience that will
change them forever. It's May 1944. World War II is ramping up, and so are these young
recruits, ready and eager. In small towns and big cities all over the globe, people are filled with
fear. When Josiah and Marcus come together in what will be the greatest test of their lives,
they learn hard lessons about race, friendship, and what it really means to fight. Set on the
front lines of the Normandy invasion, this novel, rendered with heart-in-the-throat precision, is a
cinematic masterpiece. Here we see the bold terror of war, and also the nuanced havoc that
affects a young person's psyche while living in a barrack, not knowing if today he will end up
dead or alive.

From beloved author Walter Dean Myers, this original 20-page short story serves
as a prequel to his award-winning novel Monster, which has been read and loved
by millions of readers. Word on the street is that a robbery is about to go down in
Harlem, and Steve Harmon is right in the middle of it. Everyone is trying to prove
who's the toughest. Steve gets caught up in the talk and wonders about the
difference between right and wrong. Should he turn these guys in? Stay quiet?
What choice will Steve make? Walter Dean Myers was the New York Times
bestselling author of Monster, the winner of the first Michael L. Printz Award; a
former National Ambassador for Young People's Literature; and an inaugural
NYC Literary Honoree. Myers received every single major award in the field of
children's literature. He was the author of two Newbery Honor Books and six
Coretta Scott King Awardees. He was the recipient of the Margaret A. Edwards
Award for lifetime achievement in writing for young adults, a three-time National
Book Award Finalist, as well as the first-ever recipient of the Coretta Scott
King–Virginia Hamilton Award for Lifetime Achievement. Epic Reads Impulse is a
digital imprint with new releases each month.
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Practice, practice, practice. Now Walter Dean Myers, the new National
Ambassador for Young People's Literature and New York Times bestselling and
award-winning author, walks you through the writing process. Includes: Examples
from his writing and reading experiences Walter's six-box and four-box outlines
for writing fiction and nonfiction Excerpted pages from Walter's own notebooks
An afterword by Ross Workman, Walter's teen coauthor of kick Writing tips from
both Walter and Ross Anyone can be a writer, with a little help from Walter Dean
Myers!
The groundbreaking and widely praised novel about a school shooting, from the
acclaimed author of Monster. Multiple narratives, a personal journal, and
newspaper and police reports add perspective and pull readers into the story.
"Questions of guilt and innocence drive the plot and stay with the reader," said
Hazel Rochman in a starred Booklist review. "Highly readable." "A haunting story
that uncovers the pain of several high school students," according to
Teenreads.com. "It explores the tragedies of school violence and how the result
of bullying can go to the most dramatic extreme. Myers has a gift for expressing
the voices of his characters. Shooter is not a light read, but it will leave you
reeling."
Teenage Reese, serving time at a juvenile detention facility, learns a lesson in
making it through hard times from Mr. Hooft, an unlikely friend with a harrowing
past. 35,000 first printing.
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